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                 1) Using any programming language of your choice implement the Rabin - Miller  algorithm .  Please note that your submission is expected to run on IRIS. Please  ensure that you use a programming language that is compatible with IRIS and also ensure the program can run on IRIS before submitting it .  2) S pecification s :  The program should take two inputs 1) An integer n  2) t  the number  of test trails to perform. The program should output “Composite”  if n is not an integer  and “Inconclusive”  if n  is most likely an integer, after performing a maximum of t  trails.  Test 1  1) Set t = 10  for this test  2) Use  your code to generate all the prime numbers between 1 0,000  and 20 , 0 00.  Provide a screen shot to show  your program generating this output.  3) Plot  a graph showing the number of prime numbers found for the ranges 1 0 ,000 –  1 0 , 1 00 ;  1 0 , 10 1 –  1 0 ,200 ;  …… ; 1 9 ,901 –  20 , 0 00  i.e. you sh ould plot 200 values using a  program like  Excel  4 ) Discuss any patterns you notice in the graph  Test 2  1)  Set t = 1  for this test  2) Select  20  odd, non - prime and positive integers at random  3) Pass these values through you program and note how many return “Inconclusive”  4) Document your  results and discuss  Submission  Submit the following documents separately in Blackboard by the deadline . NO ZIPPED  FILES ALLOWED  1)  All your code files  2)  A detailed README  file, which should explain how to run the code with sample  input and output . If you are unfamiliar with READMEs you can find an  introduction here https://www.makeareadme.com/  , here  https://medium.com/@meakaakka/a - beginners - guide - to - writing - a - kickass - readme - 7ac01da88ab3  and here  https://www.you tube.com/watch?v=RZ5vduluea4 . Note that the README file you  submit for this project need not be complex, it only needs to at least explain how to compile the code and run the code with examples. 3)  A MAKEFILE  that automates the building/compiling of your code. If you are  unfamiliar with Makefiles you can get a quick introduction here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vye0kV5gvkA  and here  https://swcarpentry.github.io/make - novice/02 - makefiles/ . Note that the exact  structure of your makefile will depend on the programming language you are  using, so you may choose to find an example spec ific to you. The Makefile you  create for this assignment need not be complicated. It only needs to define the TARGET , its DEPENDENCIES , if any and the COMMAND  to create the target  executable.  4)  A  report (which should include your results for Test 1  and Test 2  with screen  shots) 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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